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Bringing a wealth of knowledge from her wide-ranging career in the private, public, 
and charitable sectors, Laily was recruited to the Calgary Foundation in August 2006 to 
lead and implement the Foundation’s strategic direction for donor engagement. Her 
recognition that a deliberate approach to deepening relationships with donors, families and 
their advisors as the key to the Foundation’s success has been evidenced by the rapid 
growth of the Foundation’s family of Funds and resultant asset base. Under Laily’s 
leadership, the Gifts & Donor Relations Team has executed a donor and advisor 
engagement strategy that aligns with the Foundation’s value proposition as the 
‘philanthropic partner of choice’ for current donors, their future generations, and 
professional advisors in various disciplines. Laily’s ‘donor-first’ motto, extensive charitable 
gift planning knowledge and open approach to information dissemination have earned the 
Foundation a place at the forefront in philanthropic services in the community. 
 

Prior to joining the Foundation, Laily spent 5 ½ years in healthcare philanthropy. 
Initially, she was engaged as Director of Development with the Calgary Health Region 
(CHR) where she developed and implemented a pioneering model to enable private sector 
partnerships for enhanced patient-centred service delivery. Following this, Laily became 
the Major Gifts Director with Calgary Health Trust (CHT) where she successfully 
fundraised $100Million toward the REACH $300 Million Campaign, a joint initiative 
between the CHR, the University of Calgary’s Health Sciences faculties and CHT.  

 
Laily also brings a unique and critical experience to her role after having spent 20 

years in the private sector with the Royal Bank Financial Group. During this time, she 
fulfilled a broad and diverse range of escalating roles in retail banking, commercial 
banking, HR and training & development. 

 
Laily has served on many Boards & committees in all sectors. Current appointments 

include the National Centre for Family Philanthropy’s Advisory Committee and CAGP’s 
Government Relations Committee. She has delivered numerous presentations and 
workshops and is a member in good standing with the Estate Planning Council (EPC) of 
Calgary, the Canadian Association of Gift Planners (CAGP), and the Rotary Club of 
Calgary Downtown. Laily has created unique partnerships with the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Alberta (ICAA), ADVOCIS, Alberta Insurance Council, CAGP, EPC and 
others, all of which support and advance the Foundation’s ongoing advisor engagement 
strategy.  

 
A graduate of the Leadership Calgary Class of 2004, Laily is a lifelong learner, and 

holds many accreditations. Her formal academic achievements include an Undergraduate 
Degree in Sciences, an Associate in Financial Planning, a Fellowship with the Institute of 
Canadian Bankers, and an MBA in Financial Services. 


